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Abstract
For a graphG, the middle graphM(G) ofG is the graph with vertex set V (G)∪E(G) in which the vertices x and y are joined by an
edge if {x, y}∩E(G) = ∅, and x and y are adjacent or incident inG. In this note, we show that the complement of middle graphM(G)
of a graphG is hamiltonian if and only ifG is not a star and is not isomorphic to any graph in {K1, 2K1,K2,K2 ∪K1,K3,K3∪K1}.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
All graphs considered here are ﬁnite, undirected and simple. We refer to [2] for unexplained terminology and
notations. Let G = (V (G),E(G)) be a graph. |V (G)| and |E(G)| are called the order and the size of G, respectively.
For two vertices u and v, if there is an edge e joining them, we say u and v are adjacent. In this case, both u and v are end
vertices of e, and u (or v) and e is said to be incident. Two edges e and f are also called to be adjacent if they have an end
vertex in common. For X ⊆ V (G), let G−X denote the graph by removing vertices of X and their incident edges from
G, and let G− e denote the graph by removing an edge e from G. A walk in G is a sequence W = v0, e1, v1, . . . , ek, vk
of vertices and edges such that, for 1 ik, the edge ei has end vertices vi−1 and vi . If the edges e1, e2, . . . , ek of a
walk W are distinct, W is called a trail and moreover, it is called a closed trail if k > 0 and v0 = vk . A closed spanning
trail is a closed trail containing all the vertices of G.
For a vertex v of G, if there is no confusion, the degree dG(v) is simply denoted by d(v). IG(v) denotes the
set of all edges incident with v. The neighborhood NG(v) of v is the set of all vertices of G adjacent to v. The
symbols (G), (G),(G), (G), (G) and (G) denote the maximum degree, the minimum degree, the number of
components, the connectivity, the edge connectivity, and the independence number of G, respectively.
As usual, Pn,Cn and Kn are respectively, the path, cycle, and complete graph of order n. For two positive integers r
and s, Kr,s is the complete bipartite graph with two partite sets containing r and s vertices. In particular, K1,s is called
a star. For s2, K+1,s is obtained from K1,s by adding a new edge which joins two vertices of the set containing s
vertices, while K ′1,s denotes the graph by adding a new vertex and joining it to exactly one vertex of degree one of
K1,s . K−n denotes the graph resulting from Kn by deleting an edge. We say two graphs G and H are disjoint if they
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have no vertex in common, and denote their union by G ∪ H ; it is called the disjoint union of G and H. The disjoint
union of k copies of G is written as kG. The join G∨H of G and H is the graph obtained from G∪H by joining each
vertex of G to each vertex of H.
Line graphs, total graphs and middle graphs are widely studied transformation graphs. Let G = (V (G),E(G)) be
a graph. The line graph L(G) of G is the graph whose vertex set is E(G) in which two vertices are adjacent if and
only if they are adjacent in G. The total graph T (G) of G is the graph whose vertex set is V (G) ∪E(G) in which two
vertices are adjacent if and only if they are adjacent or incident in G. The middle graph M(G) of G is the graph whose
vertex set is V (G)∪E(G) in which two vertices x and y are adjacent if and only if at least one of x and y is an edge of
G, and they are adjacent or incident in G.
The complement ofG, denoted byG, is the graph with the same vertex set asG, but where two vertices are adjacent if
and only if they are not adjacent in G. We call the complement of line graph L(G) the jump graph J (G) of G, followed
the notion in [3]. We denote the complement of middle graph M(G) of G by M(G). Its vertex set is V (G) ∪ E(G)
in which the vertices x and y are joined by an edge if one of the following conditions holds: (i) x, y ∈ V (G), (ii)
x, y ∈ E(G), and x and y are not adjacent in G, (iii) one of x and y is in V (G) and the other is in E(G), and they are
not incident in G. One can see that M(G) contains the jump graph J (G) as an induced subgraph.
Harary and Nash-Williams [8] proved that for a graph G of size at least three, L(G) is hamiltonian if and only if
G is either a star, or it has a closed trail such that each edge of G is incident with some vertices of the trail. Hamada
and Yoshimura [6] showed that the middle graph M(G) of a graph G is hamiltonian if and only if G contains a closed
spanning trail. Bauer and Tindell [1] proved that (M(G)) = (G) and (M(G)) = (G). Wu and Meng [12] give a
simple necessary and sufﬁcient condition for a graph G to have the hamiltonian jump graph J (G). For more results on
line graphs, we refer to [9]. Motivated by the results above, we prove that (M(G))= (M(G)) and further establish:
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a graph. Then M(G) is hamiltonian if and only if G is not a star and is not isomorphic to any
graph in {K1, 2K1,K2,K2 ∪ K1,K3,K3 ∪ K1}.
2. Some basics
We start with some simple observations. Throughout this note, let p and q denote the order and size of a graph G,
respectively. Then the order of M(G) is p+q. For simplicity, let us denote the degree of a vertex x of M(G) by dM(x).
Clearly, if e = uv ∈ E(G) and w ∈ V (G), then dM(e)= p + q − d(u)− d(v)− 1, dM(w)= p + q − d(w)− 1. The
order of J (G) is q and dJ(G)(e)= q − d(u)− d(v)+ 1 for e=uv ∈ E(G). Set (G)=max{d(u)+ d(v)|uv ∈ E(G)}.
It is also obvious that (M(G))= p + q − (G)− 1, (J (G))= q − (G)+ 1, and so (M(G))= (J (G))+ p − 2.
We show all the graphs of order 4 and their corresponding transformation graphs M(G) in Fig.1.
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Lemma 2.1. If G is not isomorphic to K2, then M(G) is connected.
Proof. By the deﬁnition of M(G), V (G) is a clique of M(G). If E(G)= ∅, then M(G) is a complete graph, and thus
is connected. Suppose E(G) = ∅. Since G is not isomorphic to K2, the order of G is at least 3. So, for any e ∈ E(G),
there exists at least one vertex w ∈ V (G) which is not incident with e in G. Then e and w are adjacent in M(G). This
implies that M(G) is connected. 
Lemma 2.2. For any graph G, (M(G)) = (G) + 1.
Proof. First note that for a vertex v ∈ V (G), {v} ∪ IG(v) is an independent set of M(G), and since |IG(v)| = d(v),
we have (M(G))(G)+ 1. Now let S be an independent set of M(G). Since V (G) is a clique of M(G), S contains
at most one element of V (G). If S ∩ V (G) = ∅, and say v ∈ V (G)∩ S, then S ⊆ {v} ∪ IG(v). Hence |S|(G)+ 1.
Otherwise, S ⊆ E(G), and all edges of S are pairwise adjacent in G. It implies that G[S] is either a star or a triangle.
But in any case, |S|(G) + 1. So (M(G))(G) + 1 and the result follows. 
For simplicity, if a graph G is isomorphic to H, we write GH , and if it is not, GH . For a graph G and a set A of
graphs, we denote by G ∈ A that G is isomorphic to a graph in A, and G /∈A, otherwise. The following two lemmas
can be found in [12].
Lemma 2.3. For a graph G of size q2 containing no isolated vertices, J (G) is connected if and only ifG /∈ {C4,K4}
and q(G).
Lemma 2.4. For a graph G, if J (G) is connected, (J (G))(J (G)) − 1.
Theorem 2.5. For any graph G, (M(G)) = (M(G)).
Proof. It is well known that for any graph H, (H)(H), see [2]. So, to prove the theorem, it sufﬁces to prove that
(M(G))(M(G)). By contradiction, suppose G is a graph with (M(G))< (M(G)) and let F be a vertex cut of
M(G) with cardinality less than (M(G)). Then M(G) − F has at least two components and contains no isolated
vertices. Since V (G) is a clique in M(G), if V (G)F , then all the vertices of V (G)\F are in a same component H1
of M(G) − F . Let H2 be a component of M(G) − F different from H1. Then V (H2) ⊆ E(G). We take two adjacent
vertices e and e′ from H2. By deﬁnition of M(G), e and e′ are not adjacent in G. Then for any u ∈ V (G) ∩ V (H1),
u must be adjacent to at least one of e and e′ in M(G), a contradiction. So, V (G) ⊆ F and therefore, |F |p, and
combining this with the facts that (M(G)) − 1 |F | and (M(G)) = p + q − 1 − (G), we have q(G) + 2. By
Lemma 2.3, J (G) is connected. Since M(G) − F = J (G) − (F\V (G)) is not connected, F\V (G) is a vertex cut
of J (G). By Lemma 2.4, |F\V (G)|(J (G)) − 1, equivalently, |F |(J (G)) + p − 1 = (M(G)) + 1, again a
contradiction. 
The following classical result is due to Chvátal and Erdös [4].
Theorem 2.6. If (G)(G) for a graph G, then G is hamiltonian.
Corollary 2.7. Let G be a graph of order p and size q. If p + q3(G) + 2, then M(G) is hamiltonian.
Proof. One can see that (M(G)) = (M(G)) from Theorem 2.5, and (M(G)) = (G) + 1 from Lemma 2.2,
respectively. Since (M(G)) = p + q − 1 − (G), (G)2(G) and p + q3(G) + 2, we have (M(G)) = p +
q − 1− (G)3(G)+ 2− 1− 2(G)=(G)+ 1= (M(G)). Thus the result is immediate from Theorem 2.6. 
3. On M(G) of some special graphs G
In the proof of the following lemma, we need a useful observation. Let K∗m,m be the bipartite graph with two partite
sets {e1, e2, . . . , em} and {v1, v2, . . . , vm}, where eivj ∈ E(K∗m,m) if and only if i = j . Note that if m3, then for any
edge eivj , K∗m,m has a Hamilton cycle containing eivj .
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Lemma 3.1. If G ∈ {K1,n ∪ K1,K+1,n|n3} ∪ {Km|m4} ∪ {Ks ∨ Kt |s2, t2}, then M(G) is hamiltonian.
Proof. Let us ﬁrst consider GK1,n ∪K1. Let E(G)= {e1, e2, . . . , en}, V (G)= {u, v, v1, v2, . . . , vn}, d(u)= n and
d(v) = 0. We may assume that if ei and vj are adjacent in G, then i = j . Therefore, if i = j , ei and vj are adjacent in
M(G). The subgraph ofM(G) induced by all edges eivj with i = j is isomorphic toK∗n,n, then there exists a Hamilton
cycle C of K∗n,n containing e1v2. We can obtain a Hamilton cycle of M(G) from C by replacing the edge e1v2 with the
path e1vuv2.
Now we consider GK+1,n. Let V (G) = {u, v1, v2, . . . , vn} and E(G) = {e, e1, e2, . . . , en} be such that d(u) = n,
e = v1v2 and ei = uvi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then ei and vj with i = j are adjacent in M(G). The subgraph of M(G)
induced by all edges eivj with i = j is isomorphic to K∗n,n, and let C be its Hamilton cycle containing e3v2. Then we
also obtain a Hamilton cycle of M(G) from C by replacing the edge e3v2 with a path e3euv2.
We can see that M(K4) is hamiltonian from Fig. 1. For the case GKm with m5, we have
p + q − (3(G) + 2) = m + m(m − 1)
2
− 3(m − 1) − 2
= m
2 − 5m + 2
2
> 0.
By Corollary 2.7, M(G) is hamiltonian.
Now let GKs ∨ Kt with s2 and t2. Since p = s + t , q = st + s(s−1)2 and (G) = s − 1 + t , we have
p + q − (3(G) + 2) = s
2
2
− 5s
2
+ t (s − 2) + 1
 s
2
2
− 5s
2
+ 2(s − 2) + 1
= 1
2
s(s − 1) − 3.
If s3, then p + q3(G) + 2. By Corollary 2.7, M(G) is hamiltonian. If s = 2, GK2 ∨ tK1. Let V (G) =
{u, u′, v1, v2, . . . , vt }, E(G) = {e, e1, e′1, . . . , ei , e′i , . . . , et , e′t }, where vi and vj are not adjacent in G, e = uu′, ei =
uvi, e
′
i = u′vi . So ei is not adjacent to e′j in G if i = j . Then for t3, we can ﬁnd a Hamilton cycle C of M(G) as
C =
{
e1e
′
2e3e
′
4 . . . e
′
t−1et e′1e2e′3e4 . . . et−1e′t v1ev2uu′v3v4 . . . vt e1 if t is odd,
e1e
′
2e3e
′
4 . . . et−1e′t e2e′1e4e′3 . . . et e′t−1v1ev2uu′v3v4 . . . vt e1 if t is even.
If t = 2, then GK−4 and M(K−4 ) is hamiltonian from Fig. 1. 
Next we introduce a deﬁnition. Let G be a graph of order p and size q, e = uv ∈ E(G). We call e removable if
d(u) + d(v)< p+q−12 , equivalently, dM(e)> p+q−12 . Note that for an edge e of G, if e is removable and M(G − e)
is hamiltonian, then M(G) is hamiltonian (if C is a Hamilton cycle of M(G − e), then by dM(e)> p+q−12 , e must be
adjacent to two consecutive vertices of C in M(G)).
It is straightforward to check that 3K1 is the unique graph G of order no more than 3 such that M(G) is hamiltonian,
and K1,3,K3 ∪ K1 are the only two graphs G of order 4 such that M(G) is not hamiltonian from Fig. 1. There are 34
graphs of order 5 (see [7]), which are treated in the next lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a graph of order 5. If GK1,4, then M(G) is hamiltonian.
Proof. Let p and q be the order and the size of G, respectively. If (G) = 0, then M(G)K5 and is hamiltonian. If
(G) = 1, then p + q6, M(G) is hamiltonian by Corollary 2.7. As for (G) = 2, clearly p + q7. If p + q8,
by Corollary 2.7, M(G) is hamiltonian. If p + q = 7, then GP3 ∪ 2K1. One can easily check that M(P3 ∪ 2K1) is
hamiltonian.
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Fig. 2.
Now assume (G) = 3. If q6, then p + q11, so M(G) is hamiltonian by Corollary 2.7. Next let 3q5.
First assume that G is not connected. Since p = 5 and (G) = 3, G has exactly two components, one of which is
an isolated vertex and the other G1, say, has (G1) = (G) = 3. Thus G1K3 ∪ K1. If G1K1,3, by Lemma 3.1,
M(G) = M(K1,3 ∪ K1) is hamiltonian. If G1K1,3, M(G1) is hamiltonian, and thus M(G) is hamiltonian. Now
assume G is connected, then q5 − 1 = 4. If q = 4, then GK ′1,3 and one can check that M(K ′1,3) is hamiltonian. If
q = 5, since (G) = 3 and G is connected, there exists a vertex u ∈ V (G) with dG(u) = 1. Let v be the neighbor of u
in G. So dG(u) + dG(v) = 1 + dG(v)4< p+q−12 and therefore uv is removable. Since G − uv is not connected, we
have just seen that M(G − uv) is hamiltonian. Hence M(G) is hamiltonian.
Finally let us consider the case (G)=4. Then K1,4 is a spanning subgraph of G, G is connected and since GK1,4,
q5. If q = 5, then GK+1,4, and thus M(G) is hamiltonian by Lemma 3.1. If q9, then M(G) is hamiltonian by
Corollary 2.7. Next we consider 6q8. Let w ∈ V (G) with d(w) = 4, and G′ = G − w. Then |V (G′)| = 4 and
|E(G′)| = q − 4.
If q=6 then p+q=11. Since |V (G′)|=4 and |E(G′)|=2,G′ ∈ {2K2, P3 ∪K1}. IfG′2K2, say e=uv ∈ E(G′),
then dG(u) + dG(v) = 2 + 2< p+q−12 and e is removable. Moreover, G − eK+1,4 and M(G − e) is hamiltonian as
we saw in the previous paragraph, M(G) is hamiltonian. If G′P3 ∪ K1, then G is isomorphic to graph (a) in Fig. 2
and it is easy to see that M(G) has a Hamilton cycle.
If q = 7 then p + q = 12. Since |V (G′)| = 4 and |E(G′)| = 3, G′ ∈ {P4,K3 ∪ K1,K1,3}. If G′P4 or K3 ∪ K1,
then M(G) is hamiltonian by arguments similar to those of case q = 6. If G′K1,3, then G is isomorphic to graph (b)
in Fig. 2 and it is easy to check that M(G) is hamiltonian.
If q = 8, then p + q = 13. Since |V (G′)| = 4 and |E(G′)| = 4, G′ ∈ {C4,K+1,3}. Then G is isomorphic to graph (c)
or (d) in Fig. 2 and one can check that M(G) is hamiltonian. 
4. The Proof of Theorem 1.1
First, we prove the necessity. It is trivial to check that for any graph G ∈ {K1, 2K1,K2,K2 ∪ K1,K3,K3 ∪ K1},
M(G) is not hamiltonian. Now let G = (V (G),E(G)) be a star with V (G) = {u, v1, v2, . . . , vp−1} and E(G) =
{uv1, uv2, . . . , uvp−1}. Then by taking S = {v1, v2, . . . , vp−1} we have (M(G) − S) = p>p − 1 = |S|, so M(G)
is not hamiltonian.
Next, we prove the sufﬁciency of Theorem 1.1 by contradiction. Suppose that there is a graph G not a star and
not isomorphic to any graph in {K1, 2K1,K2,K2 ∪ K1,K3,K3 ∪ K1}, such that M(G) is not hamiltonian. Fur-
thermore, assume that G is such a graph of minimum p + q. By the results in Section 3, we have p6. Hence,
if (G)2, then p + q6 + (G)3(G) + 2 for p6. By Corollary 2.7, M(G) is hamiltonian. Thus
(G)3.
Claim 1. For any e in E(G), M(G − e) is hamiltonian.
Suppose e0 ∈ E(G) such that M(G − e0) is not hamiltonian. Then by the minimality of G, G − e0 must be
a star or one of graphs in {K1, 2K1,K2,K2 ∪ K1,K3,K3 ∪ K1}. But since the order of G − e0 is p and p6,
G − e0 must be a star. Namely, G − e0K1,p−1, and thus GK+1,p−1. By Lemma 3.1, M(G) is hamiltonian, a
contradiction.
Claim 2. For any uv ∈ E(G), d(u) + d(v) p+q−12 .
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In fact, if it is not, then there exists e0=xy ∈ E(G) such that d(x)+d(y)< p+q−12 . Equivalently, e0 is removable. But
together with the fact that M(G− e0) is hamiltonian by Claim 1, it follows that M(G) is hamiltonian, a contradiction.
Claim 3. There exist two edges uv, xy ∈ E(G) such that uv and xy are not adjacent in G and G[{u, v, x, y}] is
isomorphic to neither K−4 nor K4.
If G has at least two nontrivial components, then we are done by simply taking two edges from two different
components. Moreover, since GKp, next we consider the case that G has just one nontrivial component, say H.
Denote the order of H as s. Then GH ∪ Kp−s with s2. We shall show that H is not a complete graph. Otherwise,
H is a complete graph of order s2. By Lemma 3.1, M(H) = M(Ks) is hamiltonian for s4. Applying this to the
fact M(G)=M(H)∨Kp−s , M(G) is also hamiltonian, a contradiction. If s = 2 or 3, then (G)= 1 or 2, respectively.
Since p6, it is easy to see that p + q3(G) + 2. By Corollary 2.7, M(G) is hamiltonian. A contradiction.
So H contains two nonadjacent vertices u and x. If NH(u) = NH(x), say NH(u)\NH(x) = ∅, then we take
v ∈ NH(u)\NH(x) and y ∈ NH(x). It is easy to see that uv, xy ∈ E(G) are exactly those as we required. Next we
assume that for any two nonadjacent vertices u and x, NH(u)=NH(x). Now we deﬁne on V (H) relation ∼ as follows:
u ∼ x if and only ifNH(u)=NH(x). Then ∼ is an equivalent relation on V (H), which partitions V (H) into equivalent
classes V1, V2, . . . , Vr . It is not difﬁcult to see that two vertices of H are adjacent if and only if they are in different
classes. Thus H is a complete r-partite graph. If there are two sets Vi and Vj , i = j , with their cardinalities at least
two, we are done, since we can take the desired four vertices, two from Vi and the other two from Vj .
Thus, it remains to consider HKs−t ∨Kt for some t2 with t < s. In this case, G(Ks−t ∨Kt)∪Kp−s . Since G
is not a star, the equalities p=s and s− t=1 do not hold at the same time. If s− t2, thenM(Ks−t ∨Kt) is hamiltonian
by Lemma 3.1, and thusM(G) is also hamiltonian. If s− t=1, then p> s andGK1,t ∪Kp−s . Since t=(G)3, by
Lemma 3.1,M(K1,t ∪K1) is hamiltonian. It follows thatM(G) is hamiltonian sinceM(G)M(K1,t ∪K1)∨Kp−s−1.
A contradiction.
By Claims 2 and 3, we have qd(u) + d(v) − 1 + d(x) + d(y) − 1 − 2 = d(u) + d(v) + d(x) + d(y) − 4p +
q − 1 − 4 = p + q − 5. Then p5, this contradicts p6. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete.
5. Concluding remarks
In this note, we prove that for a graph G of order at least 5, if it is not a star, then M(G) is hamiltonian. It is also
interesting to investigate other properties of M(G), such as toughness, domination and coloring, etc. Wu and Meng
[11] generalized the concept of total graphs to total transformation graph Gxyz with x, y, z ∈ {+,−}, where G+++ is
exactly the total graph of G, and G−−− is the complement of G+++. Fleischner and Hobbs [5] showed that G+++ is
hamiltonian if and only if G contains an EPS-subgraph. For a graph G, Ma and Wu [10] also get a simple sufﬁcient
and necessary condition for G−−− being hamiltonian. We refer readers to [13] for the more results and problems
on Gxyz.
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